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Robert E. Feldman 
Executive Secretary 
Attention: Comments 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
550 17th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20429 

August 28, 2015 

Re: Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking (RIN 3064-AE37) 

Dear Mr. Feldman: 

I am the President & CEO of the Wolf River Community Bank, which Hflbcated in 
Hortonville, WI. We have $137,441,000 assets and 3 branches. The Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC) has issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPR) that would establish a 
new assessment formula for banks with assets of less than $10 billion. We wish.to express our 
deep reservations with the treatment of reciprocal deposits under the proposal. We find 
recip~ocal deposits to b~ a:pc iwpor.t<;tr~.tsource of stable funding. In fact, more than 5% of our 
total deposits are in reciprocJlJ.:Tn-e~f~ct, the FDIC proposal wouldi:l;upose anew tax on 
reciprocal deposits - a taX t11at WO,Ul~ punish the bfl.nkS that USe them. 

, '' ., The FederalJ1ep~sit Act,sp~:ci-fically call~Jgr ~·r\sk-:~a~ed as.sessment system. That is to 
say, the premium assessments for each individualinstitution are supposed to reflect the specific 
andme<l;surable risks of loss to ~he Dyposit I11s1.1r~nce Fupd (DIF) poseq by the individual 
institution's assets and liabilities.-· The system for setting assessments is to be based on fact and 
driven by data. Further, the proposal explicitly stat~s that the intent of the proposed assessment 
system is to be based on a statistical model estimating the probability of failure over three years, 
a model that is to incorporate data from the 2008 crisis. As far as reciprocal deposits go, the 
proposal ignores both the statutory requirement.to.be.factbased.and,data.,driven"and the 
prop9sal' s OWl} regu.latgry ~nt¢n,t .t6';in~orpgrate the ,ef(peri~nc{( of the crisis. 
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The FPIC. propqsal giy.e,s nq ju~tificatio11 f9r imposing .a ta~ on reciprocal. d~posits. It 
does not show through data and analysis that reciprocal deposits increase the risk of loss to the 
DW~_fl;n,flwith good rea~()p.: nq suc,Q, 4at~ ex;ists., .. Evrth~r, data from academic studies that do exist 
sho\v.tli~ ~s~ oJJ((~iprocal deposits~'during the c~isis-·had-eithen no -effect oF ar.sa1utary effect on 
th.e .:PmbabiliW ofbanklaMuf~' tpe r~€J.so~.for loss.ys-to the,.DIF. ~-
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The tax would arise from a shift in the way the FDIC treats reciprocal deposits in the 
assessment formula. Under the current assessment formula, reciprocal deposits are excluded 
from the "adjusted brokered deposit ratio," which increases assessments for banks that rely on 
brokereddeposits. The proposed assessmentsystem wouid·no longer exclude reciprocal deposits 
from the definition of brokered deposits, thus making the assessment on banks that use reciprocal 
deposits higher than it otherwise would be. That change in treatment would be a change in 
policy. 

The current formula for assessing small banks recognizes that reciprocal deposits differ 
from traditional brokered deposits in many important ways, and, in fact, in establishing the 
current formula in 2009, the FDIC found that reciprocal deposits "may be a more stable source 
of funding for healthy banks than other types of brokered deposits and that they may not be as 
readily used to fund rapid asset growth." 

That recognition was based on the characteristics of reciprocal deposits that they share 
with core deposits. Reciprocal deposits typically come from a bank:' s local customers. The 
customer relationship typically includes other services. Interest rates are based on local market 
conditions. The deposits add to a bank's franchise value. On the other hand, typical 
characteristics of traditional brokered deposits spark regulatory concerns: instability, risk of rapid 
asset growth, and high cost. 

Further, in its Dodd-Frank: Act mandated study on brokered deposits published in 2011, 
the FDIC said with respect to brokered deposits: ~'While the brokered deposit statute does not 
distinguish between [reciprocal deposits] and other brokered deposits, supervisors and the 
assessment system do. The FDIC has recognized for some time in the examination process that 
reciprocal deposits maybe more stable than other brokered deposits ifthe·originating institution 
has developed a relationship with the depositor and the interest rate is not above market." 

Lastly, within the past year, the FDIC, along with the Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency and the Board of Governors ofthe Federal Reserve System, recognized that 
"Reciprocal brokered deposits generally have been observed to be more stable than typical 
brokered deposits because each institution within the deposit placement network typically has an 
established relationship with the retail customer or counterparty making the initial over-the
insurance-limitdepositJhat.nece.ssitates..placingthe deposit throughthe,.ne.twmk.. .. ~.' (79 Fed. Reg. 
61440, 61493 [Oct. 10, 2014]). 

In its proposal, however, the FDIC did not even bother to analyze how reciprocal deposits 
should be treated. Indeed, academic support for the liquidity measures in the proposal rests 
solely on a 1999 study. This study pre-dates the financial crisis, it is largely based on a prior 
regulatory and1egal,structure,. andjtpre .. dates, the· areation.o:f recip:ro€ahdeposits,,. · The· FDIC 
offers nothing else. 
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The proposal's treatment of reciprocal deposits is problematic, but the solution is simple: 
retain the current system's exclusion of reciprocal deposits from the definition of"brokered" for 
assessment purposes. 

Further, we think the time has come for the FDIC to support legislation to explicitly 
exempt reciprocal deposits from the d·efinition ofbrokered deposit in the FederarDeposit 
Insurance Act to end any uncertainty about the matter in the future. Tools that help community 
banks survive should not be subject to regulatory burden based on theoretical fears. 

Thank you. 

cc: 

The Honorable Ron Johnson 
328 Hart Senate Office Building 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

The Honorable Tammy Baldwin 
717 Hart Senate Office.Building 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

The Honorable Reid Ribble 
1513 Longworth House Office Building 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

The Honorable Martin J. Gruenberg 
Chairman 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
550 17th St., NW 
Washington, DC. 26429 ... 

Sincerely, 
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